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‘UNISON members have
risen to the challenges
posed by Covid and have
worked flexibly and with
dedication, regardless of
their jobs.’

2020

Jonathan Dunning
Branch Secretary

A message coming through this year’s
annual reports is that unity is strength.
UNISON have been saying this for years
when fighting on behalf of our members.
What this annual report shows is that
unity operates on many levels. UNISON
members have risen to the challenges
posed by Covid and have worked flexibly
and with dedication, regardless of their
jobs. Likewise UNISON reps have worked
with employers to keep their services
operating as effectively as possible.
Nationally the Government have engaged
with unions to help them through the
initial crisis but seem to have speedily
forgotten the advantages of this as the
fiasco of school opening shows. In our
communities we have seen similar unity as
we have faced the Covid crisis together.
All this has been motivated by a
commitment to public services and the
well-being of others. None of this flexibility
from workers that has seen them operate
beyond their contracts of employment, has
been used as a negotiating tool for their
own financial advantage. It is probably
naive in the extreme to expect this to be
remembered by this Government, the
next round of pay talks will provide the
answers one way or another. However if our
members are presented with derisory pay
offers let us remember that unity is strength
and put that principle into action when
seeking fair pay.

Let us also hope that the Covid crisis has
also made those at Westminster aware that
the jobs that are really important for our
society are those done by the lowest paid
workers. Whether it be shop workers, waste
disposal workers or social care workers
operating in the voluntary and private
sector.
It is shocking how many of our members
are on the national minimum wage, with no
sick pay entitlement beyond SSP, statutory
annual leave only and poor pension
provision. One of the world’s richest
countries continues to have some of the
least generous pay packages in the western
world. This is down to the approach our
Government takes. The same Government
who worked with unions to help them
deal with Covid, the same Government
that determines minimum employment
standards and the same Government who
ultimately funds local government, higher
& further education and schools. If the
Government do not learn their lesson on the
value of the jobs our members do then we
may need to give them gentle reminders
whether that be at the ballot box or by
supporting your union negotiators as they
strive to get fair pay and conditions for all.
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Black Members Officer Annual Report
Elayne Stewart-Dixon

2020 started with an inspiring and
successful national Black Members
conference. Dave Prentis opened the
conference with a stirring speech focusing
on the ongoing challenges and the work
needed to be undertaken by Unison, the
need for Black members voices to be
heard and Unisons ongoing commitment
to Black members.
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The conference addressed a number of
issues such as racism in football, injustice
within the workplace, Black women being 5
times more likely to die in childbirth in the
UK and the recruitment of new members.
There were many speakers in attendance at
conference, however, it was Mr Gbangbola
who eloquently reminded the conference
of the importance of having a platform and
why it was important to belong to a union
to ensure strength in numbers to enable
injustices to be addressed.
Mr Gbangbola is fighting for justice for his
son, he put the story into context which
enabled members to consider if a social
injustice had been done and the impact if
nothing was done about the learning from
what happened to his son.
The reason why Mr Gbangbola chose this
specific audience to speak to was because
he felt that the core principle of Unison
was underpinned in social justice and
fighting against injustice. Mr Gbangbola
2020

acknowledged that Doreen and Neville
the parent of Stephen Lawrence had
come to speak to the national conference
many decades previously to discuss an
injustice that was done to their own son.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-englandsurrey-49963139
One of the key elements we took away
from conference was we needed to be
more proactive in recruiting new Unison
members in Norfolk, “there is strength in
numbers”. The plan for 2020 was to actively
go out and shine a light on the good work
Unison continues to do, with specific
focus on telling young people who were
joining the workforce of the importance of
belonging to a union. This was due to be a
coordinated approach across the Eastern
region, however, like many of our plans it
was impacted by the pandemic.
Quote
The right of a man should be the same
right of any man. Nobody should be treated
different than another person no matter
what the situation is. We are all humans and
we should all get the same treatment.
The death of George Floyd enabled a long
overdue discussion to take place. Unison
recognised that there were going to be
some difficult conversations to be had in
Norfolk.

Everyone has a right to be treated as
an equal
The Head of Paid service put out a
statement in support of equality and against
racism, which opened the door for Unison
to have a seat around the table.
Unison have been instrumental in shaping
some of the conversation that has taken
place in relation to equality, diversity and
Black workers in Norfolk.
Unison have ensured the views and
experience of Black workers has been
gathered and shared with Senior Manager.
Unison was invited to attend training for
Senior Managers on diversity awareness
and share feedback from training back to
Senior Managers.
Since the original statement in support
of equality and against racism, several
discussions have taken place which
included Senior Management.
Senior Management have identified and
recruited someone to lead on the issue of
diversity

Elected Member have come out in support
of the work needed in relation to equality
and diversity.
Training has been delivered to some Senior
Management
Diversity training for the workforce has
been sourced
Specific teams have incorporated diversity
awareness into their practice and training.
In general, the organisation has been
proactive and even in some incidents
moved swiftly to respond to some of the
equality concerns raised. Unison has
continued and will continue to hold Senior
Managers to account.
There is strength in numbers, it’s important
to acknowledge the reason why I use the
wording Unison instead of Black Members
it is because of the solidarity and support
received, as the Black Members Officers I
would like to acknowledge Jonathan’s role
and persistence in keeping the organisation
on its toes.

Work has taken place with Elected Members

A YEAR IN REVIEW - UNISON
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Branch Chair Committee
Annual Report
Jordan Watson

2020 is a year I am sure most will wish to
forget, the disruption it caused was felt
by all, our committee stopped whilst we
adjusted to a different way of living.
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However, we now look towards the future,
how we move forward to a ‘new normal’
way of working. Resuming our monthly
committee meetings, virtually, is the first
step. Who knows what this year may bring,
but, through adapting the way we work, we
can continue to support each other. I hope
these changes, despite being brought in
place during such challenging times, have
a positive impact on our committee moving
forward, becoming more accessible and
efficient in the way we work.

2020

Breckland Council
(including the Capita contract)
James Heaton & Susan Keogh had to
stand down as being UNISON stewards
during 2020 although both of them
continued to answer first line queries but
anything beyond that they had to transfer
to the Branch Office for action. On behalf
of the Branch I thank them for all the work
they have done over the years and the
commitment they have shown.
Management & HR were aware that
collective matters including reorganisations
now had to go through the Branch
Secretary. This inevitability meant a lighter
tough re UNISON involvement.

However the Branch were able to deal with
case work passed our way and worked well
with the managers in both Breckland and
Capita to find solutions for members.
By the time you read this you will probably
know that 2021 will be a significant year
for the future of Breckland. It would be
great if we could rebuild a team of UNISON
stewards to represent you directly but
rest assured that as and when you need
representation that will still be provided. If
you are interested in becoming a steward
and want to find out more please email
jonathan.dunning@unisonnorfolkcounty.
co.uk

This is not a perfect arrangement as we lost
the direct representation of members that
workplace stewards provide. Stewards also
have a finger on the pulse of what matters
to their colleagues so are best placed to
judge what policy changes will mean to the
members they represent.

A YEAR IN REVIEW - UNISON
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Children’s Services
Annual Report
Kris Holt

Another year rolls around, and it has been
a year quite unlike any other. Ironically, it
was around the time that I was preparing
a similar report to this one for 2019 that
newspaper columns were first starting to
report news of a novel coronavirus that
was causing infections in China and other
spots in Asia. We know all too well how
events have transpired from that point.
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With the advent of Sars-Cov-2 infections in
Norfolk, UNISON Norfolk County activists
have been at the forefront of the work that
has taken place locally to protect workers
and mitigate the effect of the virus upon our
communities.
Given that children are not subject to
the same level of risk from Covid-19 as
older people, we have been fortunate in
Children’s Services (in comparison to our
esteemed colleagues in Adults who have
had to prioritise impacts on service users)
that we can focus on reducing the risk to
staff members as our main priority. As an
example of how that has worked in practise,
through our meetings with management,
we were influential in encouraging NCC to
ensure PPE was available to all staff that
needed it within the authority. Members
may recall that in the early days of the
pandemic, supplies provided by central
government were quickly exhausted. As a
result of us sharing feedback from members
in the front lines, officers within NCC’s
Health & Safety and Procurement teams
worked tirelessly to ensure that supplies
of PPE were secured and appropriate
guidance was quickly shared with members
2020

for how and when to use it, and how to
safely dispose of it. This is just one example
of how constructively critical relationships
between UNISON activists and senior
officers have led to positive outcomes for
staff, and it is to their credit that senior
officers at NCC have embraced the need to
work together in our mutual interests.
In other Covid-19 related work, UNISON
Norfolk County Branch activists have been
instrumental in ensuring that teams put
individual risk assessments in place and
that these are kept updated on a regular
basis. Through frequent discussions with
management, we have also ensured that
members who are critically vulnerable
are able to work safely, from home where
necessary, in socially-distanced spaces, or
be redeployed to alternative, safer roles
if that is their wish. With a second wave
continuing to apply pressure to social care
and the health service, I would encourage
members who have concerns about the
safety of their working arrangements or the
tasks that they have been asked to perform
to contact me via the branch, and I will be
happy to review your current circumstances
and make suggestions for ways in which
things could be improved.
Many members have asked about a scheme
to mitigate the impact of increased personal
expenses as a result of the pandemic, such
as heating costs during winter, or increased
mileage. The arrangements that have been
put in place to date have rightly focused
on individuals who would be suffering
imminent financial distress as a result of

incurring additional costs. For those who
are not in that situation but are nonetheless
clearly worse off, discussions are ongoing.
Already existing financial pressures
within the department have, sadly, been
exacerbated further by the Covid-19
situation, which meant that following
the end of the initial lockdown period,
Children’s Services made the decision
to go ahead with their ambitious service
transformation program. In 2020, we have
seen changes to Assistant Practitioner
roles, changes to the Outdoor Learning
setup, the creation of a new service to
work alongside Youth Offending, and
changes to LAC/Leaving Care Teams, to
name but a few. UNISON has been part of
all of these consultations and has argued
vigorously on behalf of members to try to
get the best outcomes. If you have been
part of a reorganisation and have not been
successful in achieving the outcome that
you want, I would encourage you to discuss
next steps with me so that we can consider
all options for you, and look to get you into
a role that is right for you.
The continuation of business-as-normal in
the latter half of the year has meant that
standard support work continues or activists
alongside the higher-level discussions.
Stewards within the branch are still
supporting members at sickness absence
meetings and in performance discussions,
are still representing them at grievances to
ensure that matters of concern are raised
and dealt with in a timely fashion, and are
always present to ensure that disciplinary
measures taken against members are both
proportionate and fair.
If your colleagues are not already members,
please consider asking them to sign up to
UNISON. If you are interested in supporting

them directly, why not contact the branch
office and ask about training to become
a steward within your team or workplace?
Full training and support are given, and it’s a
uniquely rewarding role.
In 2020, a year that will live long in the
memory for so many of us for the wrong
reasons, we have all had an opportunity
to reflect upon the importance and
significance of our roles. In my experience,
members within Children’s Services have
proven to be hard-working and dedicated,
always ready to be flexible and consider
new ways of doing things, and above all,
you are always thinking about the needs
of the children and families that you work
with. However, you also need and deserve
appropriate consideration and support.
Given the pressures we’ve experienced, it
should come as no surprise if this turbulent
year has taken a toll upon us; however,
in that context, it is important that you as
members know that you should always
prioritise your own health and wellbeing.
Hopefully, many of you will have been able
to enjoy some time to rest with those in your
support bubble over the festive season, but
if you are struggling in any way with your
mental health or with loneliness, I would
encourage you to reach out and speak to
the branch, and we will consider how best
to offer assistance.
Finally, I would like to offer my thanks to
stewards and active lay members within
Children’s Services who have been so
supportive this year. Without your efforts,
so many things would go unreported
or unaddressed, and so many positive
outcomes that take place do so because of
you. You are the real power in the union,
and your efforts are very much appreciated.

A YEAR IN REVIEW - UNISON
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City College Norwich Annual Report
Samina Grant

2020 has been a very strange year in
further education. Norwich City College,
like everywhere else went into lockdown
in March, and most of us didn’t come back
to work until August. This was a difficult
time for us all but has been a real struggle
for some of our members who have been
trying to juggle work commitments with
childcare responsibilities. Mental health has
also been a significant problem, especially
for those members who have felt isolated
and anxious.
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Where possible, some of our staff are still
working from home on a rota basis. These
are mainly staff who don’t have student
facing responsibilities. For those who
have come back to work and are clinically
vulnerable or clinically extremely vulnerable
and had concerns about their health, this has
been a particularly worrying and challenging
time. Where possible, we have supported
staff to find ways to continue to work from
home for at least some of their working
week.

in areas of high density and footfall, such as
offices and reception areas, which were, in
most cases, finally installed. Hand sanitizer
and wipes are now in plentiful supply, but
it took a while for adequate supplies to be
established. We are still working on how to
encourage social distancing which is still
proving quite challenging for some of our
students.
Unfortunately, Ego, our retail outlet in the
Chapelfield Mall in Norwich closed just
before Christmas and the staff were made
redundant. This facility has proved invaluable
in providing retail training opportunities
for a number of our students with learning
difficulties and it is regrettable that this will
no longer be available to them.

Pay in the further education sector is again
a huge issue. The Association of Colleges
have recommended 1%, with a minimum
of £250 for the lowest paid, depending, as
always, on affordability. The government
recently gave the sector £224m, a proportion
of which was supposed to be put aside for a
Our main emphasis over lockdown was to
substantial pay rise for the staff, but colleges
ensure that all the necessary precautions
have said that most of this money been
possible against Covid would be in place for spent on Covid. This is unacceptable and
the safe return of our staff and students in
a breakdown of how this money has been
September. Over this period, we had monthly spent has been requested by the unions. Pay
Skype meetings with our senior management has fallen behind about 30% over the last 10
team working towards and contributing
years, so now is the time to make up for this
to the risk assessment. This was quite
shortfall and give the staff the pay rise that
challenging, as the guidance often changed
they deserve.
daily. We were very keen that face masks be
Finally, I’d like to thank the Unison staff in the
worn in corridors and public spaces as soon
office who can’t have had an easy time either
as we were back at work, and were pleased
when this was adopted quite early on by the over the last few months, and have, as usual,
done a great job in helping and supporting
college and before the guidance from the
the stewards and members. We couldn’t
government changed to reflect this advice.
have managed without you! Thank you!
We were also pushing for Perspex screens
2020

Disabled Members Officer Annual Report
Heidi Sampson

There is very little to report this year.
General advice with regard to working from
home and reminding people about the
DWP’s Access to Work scheme which is
there for all equipment changes, especially
once this all began to look more long term.

including directing to Norfolk Support Line as
suddenly finding your health has abandoned
you is a huge thing to get your head around.
Knowing support and support groups are out
there can make the transition much easier to
cope with.

Looking forward, we will need to ensure
anyone with Long Covid is supported
through the process of occupational health,

11
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East Norfolk Multi Academy
rust Annual Report
Philip Miller, senior steward

Wow, what a year it has been. Covid has
made this a year to remember that is for
sure both by the issues it has caused, as
well as the blame for some things it may
not be responsible for (here I am thinking
extended probations), but used as a
good excuse.
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One of the big knock-on effects is going to
be the cost implications of Covid. Wipes,
sanitisers, PPE, time off and loss of income
increased dramatically with no redress
to the purse strings for this. A close eye
will be needed to ensure redundancies
and dismissals do not increase
disproportionately to the norm! If this year
has shown us anything, it is the importance
of the “unskilled” and low paid workers of
this country to keep it functioning. No doubt
something that will be forgotten when
everything finally settles down. On top of
this we need to be mindful of the changes

2020

Brexit will bring, in my opinion some good
and some bad, hopefully a working balance
will follow. Here at the Trust we have been
very proactive with UNISON working
through both lockdowns with Senior
Management to provide an environment for
staff and students to be as safe as possible.
One highlight was the positive feedback
from the HSE on a Covid inspection. The
much overlooked and ignored cleaning
team receiving a big thumbs up. Not really
much more that can be said about 2020,
except cheerio, and hello 2021. We hope
you are a bit more friendly!
Representatives;
Phil Miller
Mike Hodds
David Freeman

Education & Lifelong Learning
Officer Annual Report
Frances Crum

This was an unanticipated year. After
attending the Women’s Conference in
Bournmouth in February where I met
with women across the country all there
to learn from each other and share their
experiences. I came back full of ideas of
what seemed possible then the world
seemed to go into hiatus when we went
into lockdown in March 2020. Most of
us thought we would be back in our
workplaces and everything would be
back to normal in April. Fast forward to
2021 we are still working from home and
we have learnt new ways of working and
communicating with others (mostly by
TEAMS, Zoom and other social media
platforms).
Unfortunately, the pandemic has meant that
the usual training and networking events
have been cancelled. These included One
Weekend 2020 and the Summer School
2020. All face to face training and meetings
have moved on-line as people continue
to work from home. However, the upside
to this is as UNISON learning continues to
evolve, we are able to offer more courses
on-line which means that people who
otherwise may not have been able to
participate are now able to do so.
I am delighted to say that Norfolk County
members have been taking advantage of
the on-line training and completed the new
Stewards courses, Health & Safety Reps
courses and their re-certification proving
that although we may not be able to do
things face to face and we are isolated from

our colleagues that not even a pandemic
can stop our activists learning and working
to support our members. More information
on activist courses can be found at https://
eastern.unison.org.uk/event-type/educationand-training/
National (LAOS) also runs activist and
member courses and you can find more
information at https://learning.unison.org.uk/
While learning has moved on line, UNISON
still has access to workshops and webinars
from providers including The Open
University, Cruse Bereavement Care, the
WEA and YGAM. This landing page also has
links to help you and includes information
on bursaries, grants and discounts for
members.
Our collaboration with the Staff Skills
Academy also means that UNISON
members have access to approx. 600
certified CPD courses for free. A full list of
courses (as well as a list of other courses
and paid course discounts, and links to the
TUC’s Coronavirus training ) is available
from https://learning.unison.org.uk/memberlearning/
I would like the motto for the year ahead
needs to be make learning happen in
your life. Keep learning, keep growing and
above all else keep safe. Hopefully I will
see you on the other side of this pandemic.
In the meantime, if you need any help with
member or activist learning please contact
the office or your steward and they will
forward your request to me.
A YEAR IN REVIEW - UNISON
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Environmental Officer Annual Report
Julia Irving

I have only recently been appointed
Environmental Officer and as such I am
feeling my way into the job. I wanted to do
this as an offshoot of my environmental
activism and to explore the ways that
UNISON can influence a greener future,
both by putting pressure on employers and
encouraging UNISON to continue taking
the initiative in becoming a greener union.
I am not familiar with all the networks and
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structures within UNISON so my goal will
be to make links with other officers over the
coming months and join any collective force
to address green issues within the region.
Alun Housago/Julia Irving
Environmental Officers (job share)

Great Yarmouth Borough Council
Annual Report
Tina Baker

What can I say about this year!
It’s been one of, if not, the most challenging
year for most members of staff at Great
Yarmouth Borough Council. Like other
local authorities, we have seen staff rising
to the challenges placed on them with
changes to roles including in some cases
workplaces. Staff have been working from
home due to underlying medical conditions/
childcare problems/isolating. This has
proved an invaluable tool as it has allowed
for the continuation and smooth running of
essential services within the community and
would not have been possible without IT
ensuring this was possible.

I have always been proud to be a union
member and employee at GYBC but never
more so than this year to see my colleagues
working in the way they have done has
been incredibly humbling. There have been
stumbles along the way but by working
together with HR and management most of
these have seen a satisfactory conclusion.
Looking forward with the vaccine now
being rolled out we can only hope that
2021 will see us all returning to more normal
way of life.
15
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Independence Matters
Annual Report
Steve Eames

If you work for Independence Matters (IM)
I want to thank you for your support and
continued union membership for what’s
been an unbelievably difficult year. It has
never been more important to belong to
UNISON. These aren’t empty words but
based on the increasing number of queries
and personal case work which has arisen
across the County.
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During 2020 I have had regular meetings
with our union Branch Organiser, Senior
Management and HR which have been on
the whole productive. UNISON did take
the initiative and push for furloughing to
be applied much more extensively than
originally envisaged, highlighting the
Department of Health guidance which
belatedly allowed furloughing within public
services. There are complicated financial,
contractual and government rules about
funding of public services. IM with our active
participation applied furlough fairly to those
of you who were subject to shielding and
clinically vulnerable. It should be noted and
credited that 100% of wages were paid.
I want to put on record my thanks to George
Deacon and Andy Griffin who are also
UNISON Stewards based in Norwich. They
have all given their time to support you,
including phone calls and holding meetings
whilst we were furloughed. Andy is now
an accredited Union Safety Rep at work.
A role which has had a real impact for all
2020

Employees and of course
members. And thanks
to Leon Kilbourn in the
UNISON office.
If you are interested in being a local contact
for your workplace or Team, or becoming
a Steward why not contact me and we
can have an informal chat? Training and
support is given. Opportunities to make the
workplace better and develop your own
skills and confidence can only benefit us all.
Finally I want to emphasise we represent
employees regardless of what type of
contracts and terms you are employed
on. We represent workers at all levels and
many different roles whether that is based
at in the Community, a Hub, Supported
Living, Respite Care or Head Office. In the
year ahead apart from staying safe can you
support your friends and colleagues at work
and encourage them to join your union.
Together we are stronger.
Steve Eames, Senior Steward,
Independence Matters.
Email:
steve.eames@indepencematters.org.uk

International Officer Annual Report
Ariane Hoppler

This is my first report as International
Officer having started the role last year.
I have been attending the Eastern Region
International group since 2018.
You might be thinking, what does an
International Officer do? Well, UNISON
works with individual unions and global
union federations to defend public services
and fight against austerity around the world.
We also have a responsibility to defend
human and trade union rights wherever
they are under attack.
The key issues being tackled by the union
nationally are
•

stopping multi-national companies
abusing human rights - We have a ‘once
in a generation’ chance for the rights
of people all over the world to be put
before profit.

•

UK aid and privatisation - UNISON is
calling on the UK government to change
its aid strategy and rethink its financing
of privatised public services.

•

Purchasing Power - How you can help
highly exploited workers’ making our
products through your workplace.

Within the region and branch we have
focused in the last 12 months on
•

Justice for Columbia – defending
worker’s rights

•

Cuba Solidarity campaign – defending
worker’s rights

•

Palestine Solidarity campaign – is
your pension fund investing in the
occupation?

Actions have included virtual lobbies of
parliament on these issues and we have as
a branch made donations to the campaigns.
Whist here in the UK we have been
concerned about Brexit and Coronavirus,
world wide workers rights continue to
be eroded by corrupt companies and
governments who continue to exploit and
abuse workers in the their communities.
Our role as Trade Unionists is to support our
international colleagues and expose abuses
where we can.

You can find out more on these issues
from the Unison website. https://www.
unison.org.uk/about/what-we-do/workinginternationally/key-issues/
A YEAR IN REVIEW - UNISON
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Labour Link Officer
Jess Carrington

Back in October 2019, Jonathan Dunning
led an engaging talk to Norwich Labour
party members on the benefits of joining
a union and how unions have helped
workers in their struggle to gain improved
terms and conditions. As a result of this,
some Labour Party members decided to
join UNISON and other unions appropriate
to their line of work. Since the Covid
pandemic hit these shores a few months
later, UNISON has been proactive in
engaging with the Labour leadership
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in regards to ensuring that worker
concerns are taken forward by Labour
when lobbying the current Conservative
government. Health and Safety, flexible
working and income recompense are
some of the major issues which have
been discussed.
Labour Link will be holding its (virtual) AGM
in February and Labour Link members
should shortly receive details of this.

LGBT+ Officer Annual Report
Chad Pierozynski

My name is Chad Pierozynski and my role
began as the LGBT+ Officer in June 2019.
Becoming UNISONs Norfolk LGBT+ activist
is very important to me. Throughout
my first year as LGBT+ Officer I have
experienced challenges whilst networking
within UNISON and local community
resources.

Despite the difficult challenges of 2020 I am
energised and inspired to complete some
goals for 2021, these are as follows:
•

Complete my LGBT+ Officer training.

•

Continue to collaborate with the NCC
LGBT+ Advisor Network.

•
I am continuing to understand and develop
my role as the LGBT+ Officer. Throughout
this process I continue to engage in
•
learning about my role within the Equalities
Committee, attend regional committee
meetings, participating in Norfolk Pride
•
events and networking with local charities/
organisations that promote LGBT+ within the
local community.
•

Attend the regional and national LGBT+
branch committee meetings.

•

Encourage and inspire other individuals
to join and advocate with UNISON.

•

Connect with international LGBT+
organisations and charities.

Attend UNISON’s 2021 LGBT+
Conference as a delegate.
Write and present a motion at the 2021
LGBT+ Conference.
Promote LGBT+ pride and education
within work environments via the
Equalities Committee.

I would like to thank all the keyworkers
and NHS members for their relentless
dedication and hard work throughout the
COVID-19 pandemic.
All the best for 2021 and no going back to
normal!

LGBT+ 2019
Conference
A YEAR IN REVIEW - UNISON
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Norfolk Fire Service Annual Report
Tim Allison

2020- What a year in Fire! As with
everyone the main focus this year was on
the Covid virus. However, there have been
other things going on as well that have
affected Unison members within the fire
service.
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We started the year with the spectre of
finally leaving our historic Headquarters site
at Hethersett. This impacted on a number of
teams who were still physically based there,
most of whom are now working from home
due to the virus and NCC smarter working
arrangements, but this has also meant
that the process of moving forward with
a permanent home for the teams has not
progressed as was hoped. There is a lot of
concern within the teams as to where they
may return to when the time comes and
also those left working on NFRS sites are in
temporary set ups which are not ideal, were
not meant to be long term and definitely
not winterised.
I have regularly raised the issues, with our
senior management, about these teams and
also the wider teams with individuals who
have been finding it difficult to work from
home for many reasons.
Once the virus began to gain traction across
the country NFRS staff were instructed to
work from home and, like many other NCC
staff, there were a lot of processes that
had to change from paper and face to face
to electronic and video calls. Generally,
teams have got to grips with all of this but
it has not been an easy route for many,
because we had not really started the
Smarter Working processes within the fire
service, so there has been a lot of extra
work needed to get to an efficient method
of remote working.
2020

Our Unison members are
instrumental in enabling
the service to continue
to provide an emergency
response and members have
really worked hard to keep our operational
staff equipped with and informed of all
the things they need to be able to provide
the service that the public deserve. All too
often our members tell me they feel like
the forgotten ones and this is something
else that I fight hard to raise with our
management team regularly.
We have been preparing for another period
of change in the service, which started with
an intention to carry out an Organisational
Review project across all aspects of the
fire service. The wider budget consultation
happening across NCC has since overtaken
this project and we are facing job losses
as are many other departments. This has,
as expected, caused a lot of concern with
members especially those who may be
directly affected by any re-organisation of
their already very small teams.
Going forward I will be supporting and
fighting for all the Unison members I
represent, as I always have done, and trying
to make sure that they do not become the
forgotten ones they so often tell me they
feel they are.
One Unison member said to me recently
“We’ve worked hard through all the
lockdowns and restrictions to keep things
going and now we’re faced with losing our
jobs” I think that speaks volumes about how
they feel.

North Norfolk District Council
Annual Report
Simon Case

The last year has been dominated by
COVID. Members at NNDC have worked
hard to support the Council in protecting
the vulnerable in our district whilst
maintaining front line services.
UNISON was invited to be a member of the
Council’s Gold operational meetings at the
start of the Lockdown and contributed by in
forming new policies, advising on staffing,
staff concerns and protecting staff at home,
in the community and the Office.

UNISON have been proactive in supporting
the Council in effectively dealing with
staffing issues arising from working
remotely at home and have sorted
problems out quickly so that staff feel safe
and not on their own.
COVID has demonstrated how management
and unions can work together to maintain
services and protect staff in difficult
circumstances. This strong partnership
between UNISON and NNDC management
will continue working together to protect
jobs and frontline services.
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Norse Convenor Annual Report
Chris Pond

Well, where do we start?....Did anyone see
that coming?
In the past when writing these reports I
have to admit that I would look at what I had
written the year before, vary it a bit where
necessary, and out it goes!
None of what has happened this year
allows me to do that!
The main thing that I would like to say is
how proud I have been to be associated
with the greater proportion of our UNISON
membership in the Norse group.
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The level and strength of commitment,
especially the members in Norsecare has
been incredible. When this virus took hold
I, and others, anticipated that NorseCare
would bring us a real challenge in terms of
assisting members.
It turned out very differently.
Some needed our help and assurance in
trying to understand what was required of
them, but the greater majority put there
own fears and concerns to one side and got
on with the job in hand, their priority to a
person, the residents in their care. Walking
in willingly to the last place anyone would
want to be.
Amazing people.
The financial impact of COVID, which
came later in the year, has unfortunately
necessitated redundancies in Norse, as it
has in businesses around the world, but to
the greater part, these have been kept to
the minimum they can, and we have been
informed and consulted at all stages.
There will be more challenges in that vein
in 2021 but the recent news of vaccines
2020

must give us hope that
the effects now will be
shorter lived and the
light is visible at the
end of the tunnel!( As
long as that light isn’t
something on fire!)
Another concern has been the expectation
of some of the members as to what can be
achievable through UNISON representation
during the impact of the pandemic. We have
been struggling with many of the same
situations and fears that everyone has,
with the same confusing and sometimes
contradictory information that has been
depressingly given to us almost daily. No
amount of training in our roles could prep
us for such a difficult time but still we are
expected by some to have all the answers
and criticised if we don’t. Additionally,
months of dealing with peoples stresses
and worries over something that we cannot
control has been incredibly wearing. Relief
cannot come soon enough!
Away from CV19, the contracts held by
Norse with Norwich City Council are coming
to an end with the City taking those services
back in house. The TUPe process has
begun and my colleague and fellow Union
convenor Nigel Newman has been very
busy engaging with all parties to achieve
a smooth transition, 50% April 2021, the
remainder April 2022.
It’s hard to imagine now a return to ‘normal’.
New ways of working, new places of work,
barriers and hurdles for all but, if 2020
showed anything it is how adaptable and
willing to stand up to a challenge our
UNISON members are and hopefully we
can stand strongly beside them and get us
all through safe and well.

Retired Members Annual Report
David Button, Retired members’ Secretary
Although the days, weeks and months
may have seemed long to many of our
members since the onset of Covid 19 last
February, it means this Report is short.
The year started with two excellent Talks;
the first, in January, by Lilie Ferrari, entitled
“Working on the Soap Opera Treadmill”, and
the second by Charlotte Paton in February,
on a history of Romany Life in Norfolk. Both
were extremely well received.
We also held our AGM in February. Our
main speakers were Harry Humphrey who
spoke about his personal focus for his
year of office as chair of Norfolk County
Council. His theme was “carers”. None of
us was to know at that time the immense
pressures of the coronavirus, and the social
restrictions imposed to limit it’s spread,
which would confront carers on top of
their usual stretching and often stressful
responsibilities.
Paul Bonham presented a light-hearted
history of the NCC Staff Sports and Social
Club which has been intertwined with
NALGO, later UNISON, since its foundation,
and still provides a welcoming venue for the
activities of the Retired Members Section.

of current importance to Unison. The
officers and committee members were
all re-elected. Then came the pandemic,
slamming the brakes on most of our
activities.
The section has nevertheless persevered
with campaigning, focusing on contributing
to a better future for Adult Social Care. For
many older and vulnerable people it is too
late, as our generation has borne the brunt
of the impact of Covid 19. Coronavirus has
highlighted and magnified many of the
structural and organisational weaknesses
in present systems. Social care staff have
risen to the occasion magnificently, causing
the whole country to applaud them from
their doorsteps. Now it is time to reward
them with better pay, better training, better
resources and a better structure within
which to work.
For the time being, the RMs committee
continues to meet virtually, enabling us
to continue to publish our newsletter,
Backnumber, keeping the committee in
touch with members.
We currently have 1,676 retired members.

Tracey Tansley, Retired Members’ Regional
Officer, and Jonathan Dunning, Branch
Secretary, provided updates on issues
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Private and Voluntary Sector
Annual Report
Deborah Rye, Caseworker

This has been a year like no other with the
particular challenge of Covid. The sector
of key workers I represent have been
crucial in providing continued services
contending with the risks to both them
and their service users of contracting
Covid 19.
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The early weeks of the epidemic saw
difficulties for employers in having
enough stocks or PPE whilst the virus
became widespread throughout the
sector. Many enquiries related to the lack
or inappropriate PPE. Additionally, many
members advised by their GP they were
‘extremely vulnerable’ and should ‘shield’
made contact with UNISON. Unlike the NHS
and local government, the sector as a whole
were unable to provide similar assurances
to shielding staff that their pay would be
covered. There were disparities within
the sector with some employers willing to
furlough staff however the majority were
reluctant to do so. Grievances were raised
and legal advice sought but unfortunately,
at the time the ability to oblige employers to
furlough ’shielding’ staff was limited under
the scheme.
As the staff in this sector are ‘key workers’
and continued working, grievance and
disciplinaries have been heard throughout
the year. This has presented particular
difficulties as I have not physically been
able to attend any meetings which adds to

2020

anxiety for members. However, challenges
have been overcome and members
have been extremely understanding and
accommodating with meetings having been
conducted on Teams, Zoom, Skype and
on occasion speaker phone. I would pay
tribute to our members and their employers
for the alacrity to adapting and the good
humour with which they have addressed the
necessary ways of working whilst providing
essential services to vulnerable people.
At time of writing; 30 December 2020,
we are in Tier 4, however our members
are continuing to ensure services are not
interrupted for the people they support.
Two vaccines have been approved and
will be rolled out as a priority to the care
sector. It is early days, but I expect enquiries
from members about concerns they may
have with the vaccine and the particular
difficulties presented in the care sector with
the necessity for as many staff as possible
needing to be vaccinated in order for
services to be properly protected.
Like many other workers my colleagues
and I have been working from home since
March and hopefully with the role out of the
vaccine we will be able to physically meet
at some point in 2021. I would like to thank
my colleagues for their support as I am
sure like everyone working at home it does
sometimes feel a bit lonely.
Happy New Year!

Welfare Officer Annual Report
Frances Crum

Without doubt this has been a troubled
year for all of us and some of our members
are amongst the most vulnerable in the
workforce. Covid19 has seen us cut of from
our normal lives, the people we love, our
regular patterns of behaviour and even
being furloughed. For many this has meant
long periods of isolation working from
home instead of our usual workplaces, and
while for some this has also meant financial
savings when the transport cost are offset
against the extra expenses of working from
home this not the case across the entire
workforce.
As our lives have changed, UNISON has
changed with us. UNISON’s Charity – There
For You is still working to help members in
time of need. They provide confidential
advice and support for members and our
dependants whether we are working,
unemployed or retired.
As the (volunteer) Branch Welfare Officer I am
your link to There For You and the case work
is carried out by dedicated case officers from
the main office in London. I am accountable
to both the branch executive committee
and to the charity itself. This year since the
first Lockdown the applications have been
handled differently.
If you need help you need to apply through
the website https://www.unison.org.uk/
gethelp/services-support/there-for-you/
Every application and conversation is still
treated with complete confidentiality and
without judgement.
There For You provides still support in the key
areas of the service . Financial Assistance in
the form Winter Fuel grants, School Uniform
grants, Emergency grants, longer- term
grants and the new COVID-19 Support grant
depending on member circumstances (more
about that below). Health & Wellbeing &
Debt advice through UNISON Debtline
(08003893302) and includes signposting,
support and providing information to outside

services such as Credit Unions, Food-Banks,
on various topics.
With a
There are a few major changes this year.
1. All applications are dealt with on-line
through the main website
2. A new COVID-19 Support grant was set up
to help those who are suffering financially
as a result of coronavirus. There For You
has have received generous grants from
UNISON and the CHSA
(COVID-19 Healthcare Support Appeal)
which enable us to support members who
are struggling. It opened on 16th November
2020 with grants of up to £500 to help
members whose household incomes have
been affected by furlough, are receiving
statutory sick pay as they are shielding, selfisolating or off sick due to COVID related
reasons, have been made redundant or lost
your job or had your working hours reduced
due to the pandemic. More information and
an application form can be found at https://
www.unison.org.uk/get-help/services-support/
there-for-you/financial-assistance/
A request for your help.
There For You is funded by donations and
investments, with approximately two-thirds
coming from UNISON itself. Every donation
- whether it is via the charity box, a regular
donation, the unison charity lotteries, or a
workplace fundraising – every penny helps
support our members in times of need. Please
keep an eye out for our fundraising and if you
need help, email or speak with me via TEAMS
if you work at Norfolk County Council, or
email the branch office, contact your steward
directly or even phone UNISON direct. We are
all here to help each other, but There For You
also needs your help to raise funds. If you are
able to give please do so.
A YEAR IN REVIEW - UNISON
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Schools and Academies
Nigel Beiley

No one could envisage a year ago we
would be in a worldwide pandemic.
You are such a resilient group of individuals
despite what rules and regulations the
Government have imposed on us, you all
strive to continue working hard to provide an
Education for your pupils.
We at UNISON do realise just how important
you are in Education and since the first
lockdown we have strived to get information
out to you all. We have all had to adjust to
working differently, I myself am working from
home remotely, constantly working hard in
answering your questions and providing the
advice and guidance you require to keep
working safely, and I thank you all for your
emails and phone calls.
26

A couple of things that I have been doing in
trying to get answers is once a week I have
a virtual meeting with senior managers in
Education at NCC and I put questions to
them from you, asking about working in this
pandemic. They also update me as to what
NCC are doing with supporting their staff in
Education. One question I have raised this
week is when Nursery staff will be getting
the lateral Flow test. NCC have replied by
saying that they are waiting for guidelines
from the Government, but how come some
trusts in Norfolk are already flow testing staff
in Primaries? If NCC Schools have Nurseries
and they are to flow test staff in Primaries,
it would seem logical for Nursery staff to be
tested also. I can’t see why this has not been
put in place and I will continue to push this
matter for you and no doubt get an answer
for you all soon.

2020

The other thing I have been doing is meeting
virtually with Clive Lewis, Labour MP for
Norwich South, and putting questions to him
and discussing how he can help us. I did
a Written Parliamentary Question for Clive
Lewis to the Secretary 2020 of state Matt
Hancock, asking “If the Care staff”. Soon
after this question was asked, lateral flow
testing was put in place for staff in schools.
I’m not saying that it was my question that
made this happen, but the pressure we and
other Trade Unions are bringing to bear
do make the government realise just how
important you all are, and you need to be
protected if schools are to continue to
stay open.
On a local level back when we went in to
lockdown one, some employers felt it was
important to do Staffing consultations!! As
you can imagine that sparked quite a lot
of resentment, not only with member but
with me as your trade union rep. This was
not appropriate considering we were all in
and still are in a pandemic, this did nothing
for the wellbeing and mental health of
members, and from conversations with these
employers we got this stopped. Some did
continue after lock down was eased but
none the less what were these employers
thinking, being in a pandemic its far more
important protecting lives than carrying
out staffing consultations, it really beggars
belief! We currently have over 30 workplace
Stewards in Schools working hard to
support members.

Womens Officer Annual Report
Alison Earll

As Women’s Officer for UNISON NCC
Branch, I had high hopes for 2020 after
being in position a solid year had allowed
me to get my head round the meetings
and expectations.
Going to Women’s Conference in February
2020 was just what I needed to reinvigorate
and reignite the fires of motivation. The
topics from conference were similar to last,
lots of women fighting their battles within
their branches for change. The big topics
of Menopause in the workplace, returning
to work after pregnancy & maternity
leave or miscarriage, the gender pay gap
(celebrating the successful picketing /
strike action that saw the Northern Area
women win the case for improved pay
and conditions in the care sector), Black
Members making headway on equality for
all, and so much more.

There were 3 women attending conference;
myself, Frances Crum and Nicole Wilkinson/
Jenkins. We all had lots of ideas and
plans coming home on the trains from
Bournemouth during Storm Dennis. Frances
had some amazing photos of kite surfers
braving the 140mph winds at the beach
before we left.
Sadly, storm Dennis was quickly followed
by the Corona Virus (first wave) which saw
all employees at NCC ‘batten down the
hatches’ and wait for an opportunity for
discussion to plan. As the Branch started to
awaken, the second wave then hit, leaving
yet more time to pass. There was an
equalities meeting on 08/12/2020, where all
agreed now is the time to start discussions
and refocusing efforts. Christmas is upon
us and the Annual Report due, fingers are
firmly crossed as we all head in to 2021.
If you have any ideas, any issues to raise, or
would like to support us in moving forward,
27 please do contact me.
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Reflection on 2020
The reports from your representatives’ show they have
delivered on one of UNISON’s catch phrases…they have
been there for you. Stewards and Branch Officers’ are
all volunteers who have pressures in their own jobs and
lives yet still find time to work for the good of their union
colleagues. On your behalf I would like to them all for the
wonderful job they have done in 2020.

Likewise our members, you have all been
faced with significant challenges in 2020 yet
have shown dedication to getting your job
done. As the introduction highlighted, let’s
hope this is not forgotten by those who hold
the purse strings.
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Finally I’d like to thank our Branch Employed
Staff. Nigel Beiley has had to deal with
particular challenges supporting our
members in schools, Deborah Rye has
likewise had to support members in the
voluntary and private sector where some
employers don’t get the idea of working with
unions! Leon Kilbourn has had to oversee the
functioning of the Branch Office whilst we all
had to move into lockdown and has also had
to support stewards and members handling
challenging case work. Finally Amanda Rudd
has had to ensure our admin support allows
us all to function, without which we’d soon
grind to a halt.

2020
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